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I 0.208.
Panel estimation of the impact of c change rate
uncertainty on investment in the major industrial
countries
by joseph J~ Byrne and E. Philip Davis
'I his paper estimates the impact of c change rare
uncertainty on investment, u ing panel estimation
featuring a decomposition of exchange rare volatility
derived from the components (,ARC! , model of Engle and
Lee (1999). For a poolablc subsample of EU countries, it is
the transitory and not the permanent component of
volatility which adversely affects investment, implying that
high frequency shocks of the type that may be generated by
volatile shorr-rcrm capital flows arc most deleterious for
investment. Results based on EGARU , also suggest that
the response of investment to c change rate uncertainty
may depend partly on the sign of the initial shock.

0.209.
Choosing the regime in an uncertain world: the K and
monetary union
by Ray Barrell, Ian Hurst ami Tatiana Kirsanoua
The UK has to take a decision on F~tU membership at
some point, and the co ts and benefits hav c to he
evaluated. Different policy frameworks result in differing
outcomes for the means and variance of economic
variable such as inflation, output, nominal :1I1d real
e. change rates and interest rates. Changing the level of
uncertainty in the economy rn.ry change the equilibrium
level of output and investment so membership of EMU has
to he evaluated in the light of its impact both on the
volatility of target variables and the level of output .ind
welfare. This paper c .amincs a theoretical framework
within which these issues can be discussed, .ind undertakes
stochastic simulation on a large, New Keynesian model
including ,111 the Furopc.m economics in order to ev.iluare
the effect of membership on the level .1I1d \ ol.uihty 01
output. I. .pcrimcnts sug rc r that member hi) of 1'1III
would reduce volatility and ,15 ,I result rais the u minable
level of output .md employment III the UI\..
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0.210.
Reconsidering the evidence: are Eurozone busine
cycles Converging?
by Michael Massmann and james Mitchell
Using 40 years of monthly industrial production data, this
paper c .amines the relationship hetween the business
c. clcs of the 12 Eurozone countries. Since estimates of the
busine s cycle haw been found to be sensitive to how the
cycle is mea urcd, a range of alternative measures arc
considered, focussing on both parametric and non
parametric univariate measures of the 'classical' and
'growth' cycles. An investigation follows into whether
Eurozone business cycles have converged, based on ' an
analysis of the distribution of bivariate correlation
coefficients between the 12 countries' business cycles. This
e. tends previous work which tested for convergence, in a
similar manner by focusing on correlation, but without
considering the entire distribution, instead focusing on the
mean correlation coefficient or particular bivariate
correlation coefficients.

o. 2 I I.
'\ hat determines industrial R -I) c pcnditure in the UK?
by Bettina Becker ami Nigel Pain
The purpose of this paper is to try and identify some of the
factor behind the comparatively poor R . J) performance
of till' UK III the 1990 , a decade \ hen R.:-1) intensity in
the busines sector declined con isrently, An econometric
model of RLC' 1) c .pcndirure is estimated using a panel of
UK manufacturing industries. 1 he results highlight the
importance of industry characteristics such ,IS sales .md
profit.ibiliry, product market competition, macroeconomic
factors such ,IS real long term interest rates and the real
effective c .ch.mgc rate, skilled labour, and the
composition of RLC 'D c pcnditurc and funding. A rise in
either the share of R.: D funded hy the government or rill'
share 01 R~ -D undertaken hv foreign firms is found to
1l.lVL' ,I ignitic.uu po itivc uup.icr Oil the ,lggreg,Hl' level ot
R~' () l' P -ndirurc,
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